
 

Windows 8 Enterprise Evaluation Build 9200 16 This Windows blog post is about the pros and cons of the newest Windows 8 enterprise evaluation build. We detail what's changed from Windows 7, as well as how to install it, upgrade from previous versions, and identify what hardware can run it. We also cover advantages for IT professionals and enterprises looking at upgrading to a new operating
system, as well as those who need a more secure version of Windows with BitLocker encryption preinstalled. Plus we talk about things you should know before you go live with Microsoft’s latest OS release. As you might expect with an enterprise evaluation build, this is prerelease software that isn’t ready for production environments. The release is designed for anyone who wants to test the newest
version of Windows 8 Enterprise before it goes live on October 26. There are several ways to get the release: You can do a clean install from USB, DVD, or networking. You can also upgrade from any prerelease versions of Windows 8 Enterprise or from the Consumer Preview build of Windows 8. While there will be some functionality differences between clean installs and upgrades, we want to
emphasize one thing: Windows 8 Enterprise will only support a single-operating system install at a time. If you choose to upgrade, you will lose all settings and personal files.

Windows 8 Enterprise Preview 7 was released to Windows Insider Program members on July 6, 2013. The release was codenamed "Thai". It added several new features and bug fixes to the Windows 8 Consumer Preview. The update also includes the ability for gamers to unlock their devices with their Microsoft accounts, which allows sharing of games data across multiple devices. They are also able
to automatically install updates on the Xbox One once they are available in a Microsoft Store. Windows 8 Enterprise Preview 7 was released on July 9, 2013 at a build number 20008. 

Windows 8 Enterprise Preview 8 was released to Windows Insider Program members on August 17, 2013 at a build number 20120. The release notes state that "As a result of feedback from our Windows Insiders, we have made some changes to the experiences in this update" and that "We highly recommend all Windows Insiders continue testing the preview builds as new features and updates are
delivered." There is also mention of future features. Windows 8 Enterprise Preview 8 was released on August 20, 2013 at a build number 20120.

Windows 8 Enterprise Preview 9 was released to Windows Insider Program members on September 2, 2013 at a build number 20208. The release notes indicate that this build "is the first preview build to show many of the new features included in Windows 8.1, which will include the major update to Windows Store, including two new channels for developers to choose from." There is also mention
of future features. Windows 8 Enterprise Preview 9 was released on September 4, 2013 at a build number 20208.

Windows 8 Enterprise Preview 10 was released on October 2, 2013 at a build number 20219. The release notes mention only changes based on feedback from Windows Insiders who have been testing the preview builds and a list of updates and fixes. There is also mention of future features.
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